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Abstract  

     It is known that images differ from texts in many aspects, such as high repetition 

and correlation, local structure, capacitance characteristics and frequency. As a 

result, traditional encryption methods can not be applied to images. In this paper we 

present a method for designing a simple and efficient messy system using a 

difference in the output sequence. To meet the requirements of image encryption, we 

create a new coding system for linear and nonlinear structures based on the 

generation of a new key based on chaotic maps. 

     The design uses a kind of chaotic maps including the Chebyshev 1D map, 

depending on the parameters, for a good random appearance. The output is a test in 

several measurements, including the complexity of the standard balance and time 

execution. 

     The results show that any change in input will change the output and the time 

required for the application requires only parts of the minute. 

 The output is passed through the exponential function [exp (X))] to obtain a wide 

range of input. The result is then set to machine words to fit the desired range of 

multicast used. 

     The next step is the output of machine words that will be used as input to the 

array that we have structured to generate the key. The key is converted to a 

sequential element into an element with an ordinary image to produce the encrypted 

image. Furthermore, keystream succeeded by passing tests (NIST statistical package 

tests for random). Finally, the real-time image encoding of the corresponding 

algorithm was applied; preliminary results show that the proposed algorithm has 

good coding strength with added benefit that resists security analysis. 
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 الخلاصة
من السعخوف أن الرهر تختلف عن الشرهص في العجيج من الجهانب ، مثل التكخار الذجيج والارتباط ،        
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والهقت اللازم لتطبيقه يتطلب اجدء الشتائج أن أي تغييخ في السجخلات سهف يغيخ الشاتج والتشفيح الدمشي. تظهخ 
الحرهل على نطاق واسع من  ] exp (X)فقط. يتم تسخيخ الإخخاج من خلال الجالة الأسية ] من الجقيقه

ل السدتخجم. سالتلائم الشطاق السطلهب من تعجد الإر  machine wordsالإدخال. ثم يتم تعيين الشتيجة إلى 
سهف تدتعسل كسجخلات الى الرفهفة التي قسشا بهيكلتها لتهليج   machine words السخحلة التالية مخخجات 

ذفخة. علاوة سرهرة الالإلى عشرخ متدلدل إلى عشرخ مع صهرة عادية لإنتاج تحهيل السفتاح . يتم السفتاح
(.  اختبارات حدمة إحرائية لعذهائية  (TNIS  اجتياز اختبارات خلال من  keystreamنجح  ذلك،على 
تظهخ الشتائج الأولية أن الخهارزمية  السقابلة؛تم تطبيق تذفيخ الرهر في الهقت الفعلي للخهارزمية  وأخيخًا،

 السقتخحة لجيها قهة تذفيخ جيجة مع الفائجة السزافة التي تقاوم التحليل الأمشي.
1. Introduction 

      The detailed investigation and analysis of nonlinear dynamical system based on the developing of 

chaotic functions has been much interesting in a period of past ten years. Chaotic functions become 

larger for different applications such as information technology, digital communications and 

cryptography either theory or practice. The fundamental truth of sensitively dependence on its initial 

condition is the most significant feature of the chaotic system; Prof Lorenz is the first researcher who 

illustrated this properly.  In the course of a search, he discovered that a bit changed the initial 

conditions in the system of differential equations could completely change the resulting after short 

period [1], such particular feature of chaos has been supported by many researchers [2, 3]. 

Uncorrelated number, Random-looking sequences and reproducible singles can be generating based 

on the principle of the sensitive dependence of chaotic systems on their initial conditions. Due to the 

deterministically and disguising modulation property, chaotic dynamical system can be easily made as 

noise based on its random-like behaviour [4]. Many advantages have been provided by the application 

of chaotic sequence over conventional binary sequences, particularly Pseudorandom Number 

Generators (PRNGs) sequences that frequently employed in cryptography and digital communications 

[5]. The consideration of conventional systems is not a good choice of transmitting message with 

efficient way, thus employing chaotic maps become necessary in the design of a secure cryptosystem. 

Diffusion and confusion, the two basic structure of symmetric key encryption can be modeled well by 

chaos theory [6], moreover the coupled between chaos theory and DNA, offered efficient method to 

encrypt information [7].  

      The focus of the paper is heavy built upon the theory of chaos. The application of the theory of 

chaos to cryptography is the main objective of this research.  

      The eligible chaotic PRNG was created, based on the equations and derived from nonlinear 

dynamical system capable of exhibiting chaos, 

 ,                                                                                                                 (1.1) 

 

     For each use, a different initial condition was assigning, stars the chaotic map with the initial 

condition of the intended receiver and repeatedly generated points of the orbit. Sensitively depending 

on its initial values , for these values of , the orbit will be great numbers which are noise-like, 

random-like and reproducible. Therefore, cipher system based on chaotic PRNG resistance against 

security attack [8].  

     This paper outlines the work of the author’s investigation into the generation of new keystream 

dependent on hybrid chaotic maps. Many crypto systems depended chaotic maps have been proposed 

in the past [9-13]. However, the effecting of these researches made rather marginal on modern 

cryptography for many reasons; chaos-based cryptographic algorithms in general employ a dynamical 

system defined on a set of real numbers so that it is hard for application, implement slow and weak 

keystream generation and do not provide security. 

      A new method to Key Generator to Encryption Images Based on Chaotic Maps for symmetrical 

algorithms will be presented. In the next section, the chaotic map in cryptography was briefly 

introduced. A central part of the paper describes the construction of new. In the following two 

sections, the paper gives the significant properties of propose algorithm as well as results and 

discussions. Finally, the paper contributes some conclusions. 
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2. Related Works 

      Shannon in his classic 1949 first mathematical paper on cryptography proposed chaotic maps as 

models - mechanisms for symmetric key encryption, before the development of Chaos Theory [14]. 

Hopf based this remarkable intuition on the use of the Baker’s map in 1934 as a simple deterministic 

mixing model with statistical regularity [15]. 

     Over the past twenty years, nonlinear chaotic systems have been used in the design of digital data 

encryption and transmission systems. The similarities between the chaotic maps and the cryptographic 

systems are the main motivation for the design of chaos based cryptographic algorithms. Hundreds 

cryptosystems designed based on chaos and nonlinear dynamic systems including, PRNGs, block and 

stream ciphers, hash functions, public-key ciphers, image encryptions, steganography and 

watermarking [16]. They emerged as a new promising candidate for cryptography because many 

chaos fundamental characteristics such as a broadband spectrum, periodicity and high sensitivity to 

initial conditions are directly connection as well as two basic properties of good ciphers, confusion 

and diffusion [17].  

     Generally, the low costs and speed make chaotic system more efficient than traditional methods for 

image encryption [18]. In this section, the briefly consideration of some significant improvements on 

image encryption methods using chaotic system will be provided. First, Matthew [19] introduced a 

new encryption algorithm based on a logistic map, then, Fridrich [20] followed him, proposed a new 

architecture for image encryption with two stages permutation and diffusion utilized 1D and 2D 

chaotic maps. Additionally, Guan  et al.[21  [  has been used both of  permutation /diffusion  for the 

image encrypting applied  3D Arnolad’s catmap and  Chen chaos system.  After that, Pareeka et 

al.[22]  suggested 8 various kinds of operations utilized with  80-bit key to  accomplish  the 

encryption process based on  two logistic map. In [23] a new method was introduced depending on the 

use  multi-chaotic functions with Rossler attractor  to generate  the key for permutation all image  

pixels. [24] Introducing two general tent chaotic maps to increase the degrees of freedom and produce 

a versatile response that can fit many cipher applications.  [25] proposing  a novel image encryption 

algorithm based on two pseudorandom bit generators; Chebyshev map for permutation and rotation 

equation for substitution operations. [26] An image encryption algorithm based on Ikeda and Henon 

chaotic maps is presented. [27] Proposing a novel image encryption scheme based on the chaotic tent 

map, to generate key stream by a 1D chaotic tent map, that is more suitable for image encryption. 

Finally, [28] discussing and presenting an image encryption and decryption approach using Gauss 

iterated map. 

3. The Proposed System Construction 

     The structure design of propose algorithm, as illustrated in Figure-1 below, shows that, it is 

modern technique based on Chebyshev map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 shows the structure of the design of propose algorithm. 

As demonstrated in Figure-1, the algorithm depends on several steps: 

Step 1: Use the chaotic map 
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- Chebyshev:  

Where,  

Step 2: Enter the initial parameters values. 

Step 3: Apply the chebyshev map to generate a sequence of new values of , which are real numbers 

between  and . 

Step 4: Find the Exponential to generate the extended values Exp(x). 

Step 5: Find the Floating-Point Representation group of random numbers. 

Step 6: Find the Random Keystream based on the random Matrix Table. 

Step 7: Utilize the key for the encryption and decryption processes. 

4. The Test Vectors for Executing Propose System 

      This section is dedicating for the design and implementation of the proposed digital image 

encryption system. Generally, the proposed system encrypted a colored squared digital image using 

the advantage of chaotic maps properties to make the encryption more secure and robust against 

security attacks. In the following subsections, test vectors show the results of implementing propose 

algorithm for the key generation steps and encryption/decryption processes.  

4.1 Key Generation Steps 

      As shown in Figure-1, the key generation is presenting by the following steps:  

1. Enter the parameters of  Chebyshev (1D) Map to get a good randomness , as shown in Figure-2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 -Show the parameter chebychev map 

 

2. The output of Chebyshev map is passing through the exponential function [exp(x)] to get wide 

range of input as shown in Figure-3.  

3. Then the result of step 2 is mapping into words to fit the required domain of the used multiplexed. 
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Figure 3 -Shown the Exp(x) and machine words steps. 

 

4. The next stage is passing the dictionary words into the multiplexer to produce the secret keystream. 

The multiplexer stage works to find the random keystream based on the random Matrix Table , 

as shown in Figure-4 , generation such keystream represented as a main goal of the proposed 

algorithm such that the input machine words to get the random keystream . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-Shown the Random Matrix Table 

 

5. The cipher image after applied encryption process shown in Figure-5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-Shown the cipher image after encryption. 
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4.2 Decryption Process 

      For decryption process, as shown in Figure-6, the receiver employs the output of stream generator 

is xor’ed sequentially item to item with cipher image to produce the plain image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6-Shown the plain image after decryption 

 

6. Results and Discussions 

      Histogram analyses for cipher image consider important tools for evaluating the proposed system. 

The most important thing here is the distribution of the histogram graph for the encrypted image 

should hide the redundancy of the plain image and looks like as uniformed as possible. This test is 

applied on the standard test images and their encrypted images and the results are listed in the Figure- 

7 o show the difference between them. 
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Figure 7-The Histogram for the Plain Image and Cipher Image 

 

Furthermore, the keystream pass statistical tests for randomness as shown in Table-1. 
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Table 1-The Results of NIST Statistical Suite Tests for the key stream 

Statistical Tests P- Values  Result 

Frequency 0.511369  SUCCESS 

Block Frequency (128) 0.515017  SUCCESS 

Runs 0.544917  SUCCESS 

Long Runs of Ones (10000) 1.000000  SUCCESS 

Rank 0.000000  SUCCESS 

Spectral DFT 0.381350  SUCCESS 

Non-Overlapping Templates 1.000000  SUCCESS 

Overlapping Templates (9) 1.000000  SUCCESS 

Universal (7) 0.600640  SUCCESS 

Linear Complexity (500) 1.000000  SUCCESS 

Serial 1 (16) 

Serial 2 (16) 

0.498961 

0.498531 
 

SUCCESS 

SUCCESS 

Approximate Entropy (10) 1.000000  SUCCESS 

Cumulative – sums Fwd 

Cumulative – sums Rev 

0.528055 

0.536731 
 

SUCCESS 

SUCCESS 

Random Excursions 0.941084  SUCCESS 

Random Excursions Variant 0.983947  SUCCESS 

 

6.Peak signal-to-noise ratio analysis 

      A general requirement for all image encryption schemes is that the encrypted image should be 

greatly different from its original form. In our work, we use a similarity measurement metric―Peak 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) to measure the difference between the original image and the encrypted 

image. PSNR is mathematically defined as 
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                                                                                       (6.1) 

     where 𝑀 and 𝑁 are the width and the height of the test image, respectively. 𝑃0(𝑖, 𝑗) and 𝑃1(𝑖, 𝑗) are 

the pixel values of the original image and the encrypted one, respectively. MSE is the mean squared 

error between the original image and the encrypted image. The larger the MSE value, the smaller the 

PSNR value, the better the encryption security. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8-The Histogram , MSE  and PSNR for the Plain Image and Cipher Image 
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Figure 9-The Histogram , MSE  and PSNR for the Plain 

 

8. Conclusion 

     This paper presented a new method for introducing keystream generator mechanism called Key 

Generator to Encryption Images Based on Chaotic Maps. The design of our work depends on 

Chebyshev map. The output is test in several measurements represent including complexity, time 

execution and avalanche criterion balance; the results show that the keystream generation successfully 

passed through NIST. Finally, image encryption in real time for the corresponding algorithm was 

applied; preliminary results show that our proposed algorithm has good cryptographic strength with 

the added benefit that is resistant against security analysis.  
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